
Ad-hoc Meeting and Service Safety Committee 

July 2020 Monthly Report 

 
Next Meeting: Aug 16, 2020 12:00 Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join Zoom Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89882770260 
Meeting ID: 898 8277 0260 

Passcode: 788763 

 

Floor Motion from the 2020 ABC: Motion to create a committee to address fellowship 

safety for the immediate and continued purpose of providing guidance and resources to 

meetings transitioning between in-person and virtual meetings and addressing fellowship 

safety issues within all formats and venues during the current coronavirus pandemic and 

thereafter. 

Motion: In accordance with a 2020 Annual Business Conference motion, create an Ad Hoc 

Committee on Meeting and Service Safety, which initially will address safety issues related 

to virtual meeting environments during the coronavirus pandemic, and then develop a long-

term strategy and potential resources to help the ACA fellowship effectively address other 

chronic safety issues. Unless extended by the WSO Board, the committee will expire May 1, 

2022,  following annual reports presented to the Board and ABC in April 2021 and 2022, 

and its tasks and agenda will include the following:• Reestablish a Virtual/Online and Phone 

Subcommittee focused on issues related to electronic environments, with a goal of 

evaluating pandemic-related needs and drafting virtual and phone meeting safety 

guidelines; 

• Hold organizational meetings and 1-2 online town halls to help assess fellowship safety 

needs; 

• Fulfill all OPPM Committee organizational requirements, including drafting of a mission 

statement for board approval; 

• Incorporate, coordinate and guide existing and prior safety-related initiatives, including the 

Addressing Predatory Safety and Virtual/Online Safety initiatives, into its mission; 

• Communicate regularly with the board and any other WSO committees that might have a 

role in supporting meeting and service safety; 

• Formulate proposed fellowship Norms of Conduct that provide practical guidance on 

applying ACA's Traditions, Concepts, Commitment to Service, and any other rules 

governing WSO and other service bodies; 

• Model and educate about healthy business meeting practices at all levels of service; 

• Conduct training workshops on how meetings and service bodies can establish and 

protect safe meeting environments; 

• Explore and propose additional tools and strategies to advance ACA meeting and service 

safety; 

• Draft a long-term safety strategy for the fellowship, and present it to the board and ABC for 

consideration and possible action. 

Background: A floor motion at the 2020 ABC called for a new committee on fellowship 

safety, and WSO board members already had been developing a similar effort to give the 

fellowship additional tools and ESH for maintaining a safe, respectful environment in both 

https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj%2F89882770260


meetings and service bodies. Recognizing the ABC's specified focus on the proliferation of 

virtual meetings during the coronavirus pandemic, the Virtual/Online and Phone 

Subcommittee would address fellowship safety guidance and resources to meetings 

transitioning between in-person and virtual meeting. Further recognizing that safety 

concerns predated the pandemic, the ABC motion calls for continued long-term study, 

guidance and development of resources to help the fellowship support member safety in 

meeting and service environments. The motion is intended to address short-term and long-

term safety needs.  

Mission Statement:  

To address safety issues related to virtual meeting environments during the coronavirus 

pandemic, and develop a long-term strategy and potential resources to help the ACA 

fellowship effectively address other chronic safety issues. 

 

Chair: Erin D,  

Members: Christine M. (France), Jeff J. Josh W, Karin S, Neil H. 

A motion was passed to include the ABC Floor Motion, Board Motion, Mission Statement and 

any pertinent reference material at the top of monthly reports. This is to clarify for those 

interested in participating as the committee is being established.  

The #adrsng_mtg_safety Slack channel has been adopted by the committee with the newly 

approved mission statement posted noting that this committee will be monitoring the channel. 

We have received a few emails from questions which were included in the Traveler.  These 

questions and answers will be placed in a document for review by the members in order to 

assess how the committee proceeds.  

Gathering more members is an important objective. Membership will be kept open at least 

through the upcoming Town Hall(s). A date for a Town Hall will be on the August agenda. 

 


